DEVELOPING NEWS
The Islamic terrorist regime of Iran is about to be overthrown
Dr. Fouladvand is now nearing Iran
Anjomane Padeshahi Iran (API), or the Kingdom Assembly of Iran, with the
leadership of Frood Fouladvand has set out on the last stages of "Operation
Tondar" (Operation Thunder) which will hopefully be the "Liberation of Iran"
before the Iranian New Year, Norooz (March 21st, 2007).
Mr. Fouladvand after months of unjustly being denied his travel documents, which
were seized in a raid by the British MI5 forces, on the eve of the Islamic
Republic's Presidential Elections, has through the help of an Iranian lawyer in
London been able to retrieve his travel documents. He has embarked on a journey
to Iran and will be joining forces with members of Anjomane Padeshahi in Iran at
an undisclosed date. He currently delivers short messages, as he advances towards
Iran, which are broadcasted on Anjomane Padeshahi Iran's International
Television channel - which is a channel solely dedicated to overthrow of the
Islamic Republic. This channel is also webcasted at www.anjoman.tv
The way this operation will be carried out has not been disclosed for obvious
reasons. Although many who are not familiar with Mr. Fouladvand might not take
this seriously but what Anjomane Padeshahi Iran has achieved in last two years is
enough evidence of their sincerity.
Amongst the five most significant "Operations" were:
-The act of civil disobedience by about 79 Iranians, on a Lufthansa flight in
Brussels which attracted the world's attention to the Iranian peoples' plight.
-The 150 chained cars outside the European Parliament in Brussels (Belgium)
protesting, in act of civil disobedience, the European Unions shameless support for
the terrorist and bloodthirsty Islamic Republic occupying Iran.
-The act of civil disobedience outside the International Court of Justice in Hague
(Netherlands) where around 60 cars were stopped outside this court in act of civil
disobedience.
- Two supporters of API ascended to the top of Paris’ 165 feet tall Arc de
Triomphe monument with the intention of informing the world of their cause and
the plight of the people of Iran.
On a banner unfurled from the top of the monument some states were warned to
stop supporting the Islamic Republic; that Iran, rich in natural resources, has no

need for the worthless imports from Russia and China; that Iranians do not want a
second Chernobyl on their soil. Next to the banner, the supporters placed the
historical and symbolic flag called Derafshe Kaviani, the last Iranian flag before
the 6th century Moslem invasion. This was perhaps the first time that this flag has
been seen at such heights in the World in the French capital. See the picture at:
http://www.tondar.org/media/1/20060613-arc_de_triomphe.jpg
-Destroying the Sivand Dam project of the Islamic Republic which if put into
operation will flood and destroy an immense area of Iranian cultural heritage sites,
one of systematic policies of Islamic Republic to vanish and destroy our historical
/ cultural sites. This was a major blow to the Islamic Republic of Iran considering
the importance of this operation. See pictures and the report of this operation at:
http://www.tondar.org/index.php?itemid=110
Mr. Fouladvand has made a commitment to people of Iran and sworn to this
ancient land that either he will be successful in this mission or he will lose his life
trying to save Iran from the hands of these Anti-Iranian savages, which are
occupying Iran.
To hear Fouladvand’s latest messages near Iran’s borders (in Persian) and learn
more about this endeavor and Anjomane Padeshahi Iran visit www.tondar.org
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